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»

»

» Energy Hogs (30%-80% of total electric

bill)

» Expensive to Maintain

» Expensive to Repair

» Very Expensive to Replace with

» HVAC units consume 30%-80%

of a building’s electricity but

provide  little to no real-time data

regarding system health or fault

detections.

Challenges 

with

Rooftop Units



What the Experts Say.....

“estimates 50-67% of these rooftop units are improperly charged with 

costs”

conditioning units” 1

1 The American Society of Heating, Refrigeration, and Air Conditioning Engineers 

“an undercharge of 25% would cause an average penalty in SEER of 

capacity for typical electrical rates”1

That puts a single mis-charged 20-ton unit (more common than not) 
wasting $2,000/year, each and every year. 

1 2010 Purdue University Study



  

With ERC, even an older or 
very basic unit can outperform 
all but the very most expensive, 
sophisticated new units on the 

AND gives you critical, real-time 
information about what’s going 
inside your unit – while saving 
between 40-60% per year on 
energy costs

WHY ERC ???



Before

After

ERC

ERC



ERC Controller

VFD

(Variable Frequency Drive)Optional

(ERC Economizer Control)

Evaoprator Coil Face Damper

(Split face circuiting only)

LAT

(Leaving air temperature sensor)

Suction Line Pressure Transducers

(One per cooling unit)

Optional

(Superheat Sensor)



Cuts A/C Units Annual 
Electrical Costs by between 

40-60%

Reduces Maintenance and Provides Real-Time Data 
Analytics on Each Unit

Extends Useful Life of All 
Brands of RTUs

Reduces Filter Replacement 
Costs

Provides a more comfortable work 
environment by reducing summer 

humidity and winter air drafts

Big Changes....



The Proof is in the Data!



The ERC Savings Model

33 Variables that Must be considered to begin an ERC calculation

We’ve built a model based on equal parts engineering analysis and historical 
savings data modeling from ERC sites across the United States.

All savings are backed by a detailed psychrometric (humidity vs. temperature) 
analysis as well.



All Data in Real Time, When you want it.

EMT

At the most basic level, every ERC 
unit comes with an ERC Monitoring 

Tool that resides in the unit and 
shows critical unit information and 

alarm in real time.

Service techs no longer need to 

when they start the troubleshooting 
process. With the ERC Monitoring 

Tool, they immediately get far more 
accurate real-time information.



E-Touch

At the next level, an entire store/plant/

touchscreen that also serves an HTML 
web page.

Building Automation System 
(BAS)

ERC controllers come standard
with all information available in 
plain-text via industry standard 

BACnet. 

These are easily integrated and 
controlled by existing BAS 

systems.



enteliWeb

In the absence of an existing BAS, ERC can use enteliWeb, a centralized enterprise
monitoring, alarming logging, and control server that runs similar to a Windows Domain 

Controller but for HVAC controls.

enteliWeb can be installed on a single physical or virtual Windows computer and provides 
web-client access over HTML 5. 



Saving Comfortably

In cooling mode in a non-arid 
climate, 15% humidity reduction is 
a typical result. Some customers, 

ERC solely for the “side effect” of
limiting humidity in the 
conditioned space.

Test in Texas retail store:
After switching into ERC mode, the space Relative

Humidity drops 15% and stays there

Because of ERC's patented design, in cooling mode it aggressively limits humidity
and improves occupant comfort immensely. 



New Science? Not Quite...

ERC
units psychometrically correct. 

Psychrometry is the relationship 
between temperature and 
relative humidity in climate 

control.

The science behind our 
algorithms was discovered and 
documented in 1906 by a guy 
named Willis Carrier – Carrier 

named it “The Law of Constant 
Dewpoint Depression.”

Had Willis been alive when 
VFDs were available, we’re 
pretty sure he would have 

ERC

Willis “The Man” Carrier The Science



What Our Clients Say...
Belk Department Stores – 

ERC  
 

ERC
ERC not only saved us considerable energy, but it completely eliminated our humidity problem.
The ERC team stands behind their products and deliver results.”’

– Matthew Green, Belk Director – Energy & Corporate Services

A Major National Department Store Chain –

Winn Dixie Food Store – 
FPL paid the University of Miami Engineering School to oversee the test and funded the 
3rd party test for a year.

Hamilton County School System – savings ranging between 58.1% - 68.3%. Air-cooled DX 

NASA Space Center, Houston, TX – Solved a long-term humidity problem while simultaneously 
reducing the energy consumption.



Key Takeaways

• ERC saves a substantial amount of energy – typically 40-60%or 

more of annual electrical consumption.

• HVAC units last longer and the conditioned space 

more comfortable.

• It gives you an immense amount of data, including real-time 

monitoring and alarming of unit problems.

• It’s built to give you verifiable LONG-TERM savings.




